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 In the summer of 1958, local boy Danny Zuko and vacationing Sandy Olsson meet at the
beach and fall in love. When summer comes to an end, Sandy—who is going back to
Australia—frets that they may never meet again, but Danny tells her this is "only the
beginning." Later on, at the start of Danny's senior year at Rydell High School, he resumes
his role as the leader of the T-Birds greaser gang, consisting of his best friend Kenickie,
plus Doody, Sonny, and Putzie. The Pink Ladies, a clique of greaser girls, also arrive,
consisting of leader Rizzo, Frenchy, Marty, and Jan.

 When Sandy finally mentions Danny's name, Rizzo arranges a surprise reunion for them,
but Danny maintains his bad-boy attitude in front of his friends and Sandy storms off in
tears. Frenchy invites the girls to a pajama party, but Sandy falls ill from the sight of blood
after Frenchy pierces her ears. While Sandy is out of the room, Rizzo starts to make fun of
her ("Look at Me, I'm Sandra Dee"). Sandy goes outside and starts to think of Danny, and
how much she loves him even though he hurt her ("Hopelessly Devoted to You"). The T-
Birds come to Frenchy's house so Danny can apologize to Sandy, but he leaves after they
taunt him about her. Rizzo departs with Kenickie to have sex with him, during which his
condom breaks. They are disturbed by Leo, leader of the T-Birds' rival gang, the Scorpions,
and his girlfriend Cha-Cha.

 Danny tries to make it up to Sandy by taking her to a drive-in theater and giving her his
ring to wear ("Alone at the Drive-in Movies"), but Sandy leaves in anger after he forces
himself on her ("Sandy"). Meanwhile, Rizzo fears she is pregnant after missing a period
and confides in Marty, but Marty tells Sonny and he inadvertently spreads the rumor to
Kenickie, the apparent father, though Rizzo denies this to him. Rizzo starts to be laughed
at by other girls, and she realizes that she isn't as tough as she seems ("There Are Worse
Things I Could Do").
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 "Love is a Many-Splendored Thing"
 "Grease"
 "Alma Mater"
 "Summer Nights" – Danny, Sandy, Pink Ladies and T-Birds
 "Rydell Fight Song" – Rydell Marching Band
 "Look at Me, I'm Sandra Dee" – Rizzo and Pink Ladies
 "Hopelessly Devoted to You" – Sandy
 "Greased Lightnin'" – Danny and T-Birds
 "La Bamba"
 "It's Raining on Prom Night"
 "Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On"
 "Beauty School Dropout" – Teen Angel and Female Angels
 "Rock n' Roll Party Queen"
 "Rock and Roll Is Here to Stay"
 "Those Magic Changes" – Johnny Casino and the Gamblers; Danny sings along onscreen
 "Tears on My Pillow" – Johnny Casino and the Gamblers
 "Hound Dog" – Johnny Casino and the Gamblers
 "Born to Hand Jive" – Johnny Casino and the Gamblers
 "Blue Moon" – Johnny Casino and the Gamblers
 "Sandy" – Danny
 "There Are Worse Things I Could Do" – Rizzo
 "Look at Me, I'm Sandra Dee (Reprise)" – Sandy
 "Alma Mater Parody" (instrumental)
 "You're the One That I Want" – Danny, Sandy, Pink Ladies, and T-Birds
 "We Go Together" – Cast
 "Grease (Reprise)"
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